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INNOVATIVE 

SOLUTIONS FOR 

WATER SUPPLY 

PROBLEMS

Our mission at Well Manager is to give you 

more water and better performance from low-

yielding wells and water systems. Thanks to Well 

Manager appliances, there is no good reason 

to live with an inadequate water supply or poor 

plumbing performance.

People across North America are using Well 

Manager solutions to solve their well and water 

problems—and have been since 1989.

From homeowners and small businesses 

to farmers and real estate developers, our 

customers are thrilled with the positive impact 

Well Manager systems have on their daily lives. 

And, we guarantee our results.

Reach out to us and put an end to your water 

supply problems.

Well Manager customers 

on the impact of a Well 

Manager system . . .

“The main difference with  

the Well Manager is water 

pressure. We get more  

pressure with longer use of 

water from many outlets.”

“Under heavy demand the 

well would run dry. The 

recharge rate is ½ gpm. The 

Well Manager provides all the 

water that we need daily and 

always has lots of extra water 

on hand.”

“We couldn’t run the  

dishwasher and the washer  

at the same time! Now we 

can shower, wash clothes, 

run the dishwasher and have 

plenty of water! We even 

installed a sprinkler system 

for our lawn. This has been 

possible only with the  

Well Manager.”

Call us at 800-211-8070 or 609-466-1785. 

Online at www.WellManager.com

“I purchased my Well Manager in June 2017. I worked with Dan, 

Lynn, and JoAnn, and they were absolutely professional in every way. 

I installed the unit myself in approximately 1 day. The instructions were 

very clear. The questions I did have were quickly answered. 

The system has been a life saver and has met every expectation.  

We are no longer counting the number of showers or flushed  

toilets or planning when we can do wash.  

I would highly recommend the Company and the System.  

It saved us from having to drill a new well.”



WELL MANAGER
®

 AND 

WELL WATCHER

The Well Manager System
Our Well Manager System is the solution 

for low-yield and low-pressure wells. Even 

if your well yields as little as one quarter 

of a gallon per minute, Well Manager can 

help you.

Key Features

Delivers more water from a producing 

well than any other off-the-shelf product 

on the market

 Takes as little as 3 hours to install and 

requires no digging or changes to the well

Available in sizes that fit a floor space as 

small as 24”x37”. Will fit through a 24” door

Protects wells from damage caused by 

over pumping

Protects pumping equipment from  

dry running

Drought tolerant. Can function with a  

very shallow water reservoir

Unique flow detector design

Dependable and fully automatic. Requires 

minimal upkeep

 A UL-listed pump control panel that 

can relentlessly collect a predetermined 

amount of water at regular time intervals, 

enabling you to collect the entire output 

of a well without pumping it down

The Well Watcher System
The Well Watcher is a budget-minded 

solution for low-yielding wells and  

inconsistent water pressure. Like the  

Well Manager, it is designed to protect 

your well and keep as much water as 

possible in the ground.

Key Features

Allows you to manage and monitor your 

water usage

Stores additional water for use in case  

of emergencies

Delivers consistent water pressure of  

60 psi up to 4 gallons per minute and up 

to 10 gallons per minute at 50 psi

Monitors the well pump and shuts down 

automatically in the event of a dry run, 

preventing damage to your pump

Takes up less space than a large  

freezer chest



HERCULEAN CONSTABOOST
™

ConstaBoost for 

Repressurization
Due to increasing demand for improved 

water quality in homes, hospitals, and 

businesses, many people are turning to 

large reverse osmosis (RO) systems. As  

a result, water pressure can suffer.  

ConstaBoost for Repressurization is the 

way to restore water pressure following 

water conditioning. The ConstaBoost 

for Repressurization can solve problems 

caused by undersized or intermittent 

water service or complicated water  

treatment equipment.

Key Features

Restores plumbing performance lost to 

undersized or elaborate water treatment 

Delivers consistent pressure

Fully automatic, ready-to-run system 

Electric fill shut-off with meter to set 

fill rate

Low-water cutoff protects pressure pump

Provides retention time for water 

treatment

Serves as emergency water storage

Built for corrosion resistance

ConstaBoost for Rainwater 

Collection/Emergency 

Water Storage
Unlike any other water storage technology, 

our versatile system provides a tank  

and a 10-gallon-per-minute, 40-psi  

pressure pump.

Key Features

4-inch collection port used for rainwater 

collecting or manual filling

Hose connection for pressure pump

Translucent tank so water level can 

be viewed

210 gallons of stored water provides up 

to 50 days of emergency water for  

2 adults

Portable water storage

Useful for support of irrigation

Water can be dispensed by pressure 

pump or by the manual drain

Can be customized—call us!



GUARANTEED 

RESULTS FOR 

BETTER WATER 

VOLUME AND 

PRESSURE

Are there times when you need water 

and don’t have it?

Is your water pressure low?

Is adequate water an ongoing 

concern?

Whether your water comes from a well or a municipal 

system, you’ll find the solution you need at Well Manager.

Well Manager is an environmentally responsible 

solution that preserves and protects our aquifers 

and natural resources.


